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• State of the art.
• 9000+ Color names.











• W3C – HTML
- Time consuming or no psychophysical foundation.





• XKCD color survey, psychophysical experiment.
9000+ Color Names
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• 950 English color names + color values.
• XKCD color survey, psychophysical experiment.
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• 950 English color names + color values.
• XKCD color survey, psychophysical experiment.
• Translate to 9 other languages:
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish.
9000+ Color Names
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• 950 English color names + color values.
• XKCD color survey, psychophysical experiment.
• Translate to 9 other languages:
Chinese, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish.
• Example: ????红?, soft pink, rose tendre, sanftes 
pink, rosa tenue, ??????, ???? ??, rosa 
suave, нежно розовый, rosa suave.
Data Acquisition
Google Image: soft pink
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Data Acquisition
• 100 images per color name.
• Language and country restrict.
• Assume sRGB encoding.
• Almost 1M images.
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F.  Wilcoxon, Individual comparisons by ranking 



















significantly more pink pixels in soft pink images.z > 0
25% 90%40%5%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8rank index:
ranksum:
9 10
T = 4 + 7 + 9 + 10 = 30
• CIELAB histogram
15x15x15 bins.
•    values indicate the 
most significant 

















































































































































































































































maroon, ours maroon, others
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Accuracy for maroon
























ΔE distances to English XKCD ground truth.
Accuracy


















Our estimations are reasonably accurate considering:
- Disagreements between other databases.
- Language translations.
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• Statistical framework for automatic color 
value estimations.
• 9000+ color names in 10 languages.
• Interactive Color Thesaurus.
• http://ivrg.epfl.ch/ColorThesaurus
• International color BYNGO at CIC30.
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Thank you
Q&A
